Beyond species richness and biomass: Impact of selective logging and silvicultural treatments on the functional composition of a neotropical forest
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ABSTRACT

Tropical forests harbor the greatest terrestrial biodiversity and provide various ecosystem services. The increase of human activities on these forests, among which logging, makes the conservation of biodiversity and associated services strongly dependent on the sustainability of these activities. However the indicators commonly used to assess the impact of forest exploitation, namely species richness and biomass, provide a limited understanding of their sustainability.

Here, we assessed the sustainability of common forest exploitation in the Guiana Shield studying the recovery of two ecosystem services i.e. carbon storage and wood stock, and an ecosystem function i.e. seed dispersal by animals. Specifically, we compared total and commercial biomass, as well as functional composition in seed size of animal-dispersed species in replicated forest plots before and 27 years after exploitation. Species richness is also studied to allow comparison.

While species richness was not affected by forest exploitation, total and commercial biomass as well as seed size of animal-dispersed species decreased 27 years after exploitation, similarly to forests affected by hunting. These results show that ecosystem services and function likely did not recover even at the lowest intensity of forest exploitation studied, questioning the sustainability of the most common rotation-cycle duration applied in the tropics.

1. Introduction

The tropical forest covers about 18 million of km² (Keenan et al., 2015) and provides a variety of ecosystem services to humans (Edwards et al., 2014). In addition to wood and non-woody forest products, tropical forests harbor the greatest species diversity on earth (Schemske and Mittelbach, 2017) and play a crucial role in the mitigation of climate change by sequestering 30% of fossil fuel CO2 emissions (Pan et al., 2011), and accounting for at least 59% of the terrestrial global carbon stocks (Dargie et al., 2017).

However, tropical forests are suffering from heavy anthropogenic pressures (Asner et al., 2009) and their areas are shrinking despite increasing protection and conservation actions (Morales-Hidalgo et al., 2015). More particularly, in 2005, at least 21% of the humid tropical forests were already selectively logged, which represented the highest proportion of the FAO’s secondary forest category and the most widespread method of logging in the tropics, affecting larger areas than deforestation (Asner et al., 2009). This rise of logged forest makes the conservation of the tropical forest biodiversity and associated services strongly dependent on the sustainability of logging methods (Edwards et al., 2014).

The sustainability of logging methods, a declared goal of international institutions such as FAO, generally refers to methods allowing the exploitation of the resources indefinitely (Dickinson and Putz, 1992, Shearman et al., 2012). Accordingly, a forest should return to the closest pre-logging state in terms of composition but also in terms of biomass before subsequent logging is performed. While an increasing number of studies suggested that current logging practices and harvest...
rotation cycles in the tropics do not achieve this objective, such assessments are often based on the effects of logging only on species richness, biomass production or carbon storage (Putz et al., 2012, Martin et al., 2015, Piponiot et al., 2016, Rutishauser et al., 2015).

However, species richness and biomass used alone to assess the impact of logging methods give limited information on forest compositional changes, thus on the sustainability of logging methods (Edwards et al., 2014). On the one hand, while carbon storage and biomass production may be good proxies to assess the mitigation of carbon emissions, a same level of these indicators may correspond to different species composition, abundance and diversity (Martin et al., 2013, Ferreira et al., 2018). We may further notice that these indicators provide no precise information on the number and quality of harvestable trees (Gourlet-Fleury et al., 2013). On the other hand, species richness only gives a partial picture of biodiversity, especially in terms of ecosystem functioning (Leibold et al., 2017, Cernansky, 2017). Indeed, species richness can provide some information according to the relation between biodiversity and ecosystem function (but Chisholm et al., 2013) but provides no information on species identity and associated traits, and therefore on the type of ecosystem functions provided by species, an essential aspect to consider if we want to assess the ability of forest to retrieve its pre-logging state (Hérault & Piponiot, 2018). Similar species richness may hide changes in species composition and relative abundance as well as in the number of ecosystem functions they fulfill.

Functional composition, defined as the distribution of functional traits within communities, is inherently more informative regarding the function provided, but, in comparison with species richness and biomass, is much rarely used to assess the sustainability of logging activities (Flores et al., 2014, Hogan et al., 2018). Functional composition helps to understand the processes underpinning compositional changes and thus forest dynamics (Edwards et al., 2014). For instance, it is well known that logging alters species composition of forests principally via the openings created by tree removal (Pinard and Cropper, 2000). The openings modify the light environment, and consequently promote species with particular functional traits, i.e. light demanding species (Schnitzer and Carson, 2001) with high growth rate, a character correlated to low wood density (Flores et al., 2014).

Logging may also alter important ecosystem functions such as seed dispersal, by affecting associated functional trait composition, seed size in that case. In particular, logging may affect forest composition by affecting seed dispersal by animals (zoochory) in late successional state of humid neotropical forests, characterized by slow growing, shade tolerant (Molino and Sabatier, 2001) and many animal dispersed species (about 75% of individuals in our study site Appendix S1). Selective logging directly targets large trees of species with idiosyncratic functional traits combination, including high wood density and large seeds dispersed by animals (Hammond et al., 1996, Forget and Sabatier, 1998). But forest exploitation, that is to say tree removal caused by the logging per se, damages associated to logging, as well as silvicultural treatment further create openings that favor the abundance of light demanding, small seeded and low wood density species (Herault et al., 2010). This may affect resource availability for animal dispersers consuming large seeds, with potential negative cascading effects on the abundance of such dispersers, as well as on the seed dispersal they perform and finally on the abundance of large seeded tree species (Bello et al., 2015, Peres et al., 2016). Because high wood density may be correlated with large seed size, a decrease in seed size can be associated with a decrease in wood density and then in carbon storage (Bello et al., 2015, Peres et al., 2016). Despite being important to evaluate the ability of forests to return to their pre-exploitation state, these aspects are often neglected in the assessment of forest exploitation.

In this study, we assess the sustainability of forest exploitation of various intensity, testing for the recovery of ecosystem services and functions in a neotropical forest after being logged. Specifically, by comparing the composition before and 27 year after exploitation, we quantified changes in species richness, carbon and commercial stock as well as the effects of canopy opening. To do so, we looked at changes in total and commercial biomass, as well as changes in community weighted mean of wood density and light requirement. We further tested the effect of forest exploitation on animal dispersed species analyzing changes in seed size. We performed our analysis using data from a long-term replicated experiment located in French Guiana, where selective logging associated with silvicultural treatments of varying intensity were applied on forest plots never logged before (Gourlet-Fleury et al., 2004). This set up is ideal to evaluate changes in the functional composition of trees as the time since logging treatments is close to the cycle duration commonly used in the tropics (Shearman et al., 2012) and through the use of the common logging method used in the tropics. The gradient of increasing forest exploitation also allows to better highlight functional changes. At last, hunting pressure is considered constant across the study area because of close proximity between plots, difference observed are thus only due to the effect of forest exploitation.

2. Method

2.1. Study site

Data were collected at the Paracou experimental site (5°18′N, 52°55′W), a lowland tropical rain forest near Sinnamary, French Guiana. The site receives nearly two-thirds of the annual 3041 mm of precipitation between mid-March and mid-June, and < 50 mm per month in September and October (Wagner et al., 2011 Agricultural). The floristic composition is typical of littoral guianan rainforests with dominant families including Leguminosae, Chrysobalanaceae, Le- cythidaceae, Sapotaceae and Burseraceae.

In 1984, 12 plots of 6.25 ha each (250 m × 250 m) were established at the Paracou site for a complete annual inventory of all trees ≥10 cm DBH (diameter at breast height, at 1.3 m height). The experimental design was composed of 3 control plots (hereafter T0), 3 plots with selective logging (T1), 3 plots with selective logging and thinning (T2) and 3 plots with selective logging, thinning and fuelwood harvesting (T3). From October 1986 to May 1987, T1, T2 and T3 plots underwent selective logging with an average of 10 trees/ha of commercial species logged with 50 cm minimum DBH. Silvicultural treatments aiming at thinning and considered as timber stand improvement techniques (TSI) were further applied to T2 and T3. This treatment consisted in poisoning-girdling an average of 30 trees/ha ≥40 cm DBH (T2) and 20 trees/ha ≥50 cm DBH (T3) of non-commercial species. At last, for T3, an average of 15 trees/ha ≥40 cm DBH were cut to mimic fuelwood harvesting. The effects of thinning and fuelwood harvesting are mainly to increase canopy openings, and to further reduce resources for potential disperser thereby. As suggested by the comparison of the surfaces disturbed by forest exploitation (including tree removal, due to the logging per se and due to damage associated to logging as well as silvicultural treatments when applied), the three experimental treatments corresponds to an increase in the intensity of forest openings (Appendix S2). According to Blanc et al. (2009) or Piponiot et al. (2016), treatments applied at Paracou mimic a gradient of disturbance intensities and having higher damage per harvest intensity than other sites conventionally harvested. Each plot was divided into 4 subplots of 1.56 ha for statistical purposes, i.e. 12 subplots for each treatment and the control (4 × 3 = 12), and 48 subplots in total.

2.2. Trees inventory

In all plots, all trees ≥10 cm DBH have been mapped and measured annually from 1984 to 2013 (Gourlet-Fleury et al., 2004). For this study, we used the census performed in 1984, before logging, and the one performed in 2013 including respectively 46,476 and 50,108 trees. Trees belonging to commercial species were first identified with a
vernacular name in 1984 followed by trees belonging to non-commercial species in 1992. A total of 253 vernacular names were attributed to trees in 1984 and 2013 at time of data extraction from the Paracou database (December 2017). However, some individuals died before being identified with vernacular names, representing 11% and 0.3% of individuals censused in 1984 and 2013, respectively (Appendix S1, Table S1a-S1b).

Since 2003, regular botanical campaigns were performed to get species level identification, allowing to retrospectively obtain species level identifications of trees from the 1984 census that were still alive. A total of 576 species have been recorded in 2017 (i.e. year of data extraction) and species level identifications were missing for 31% and 19% of individuals censused in 1984 and 2013, respectively (Appendix S1, Table S1a-S1b).

While we only used the dataset based on species level identification to study species richness and biomass (but Guiet et al., 2014), we used both datasets i.e. based on vernacular identification and on species level identification, to study change in functional trait composition (see functional trait composition below).

2.3. Species richness

We assessed species richness of each subplot using data with species level identification and a corrected version of species richness that accounts for differences in sample size and for the non-detection of rare species compensating sampling biases. Calculation was done using the package "entropart" and the function “bRichness” with the correction “Chao1” (Marcon & Hérault, 2015).

2.4. Above ground biomass of commercial and of all species

We calculated the above ground biomass of all commercial species (total and commercial biomass from hereon) before and 27 years after logging using data with species level identification. Commercial species correspond to all species at Paracou that could be used for any kind of commercial uses. The biomass was calculated for each subplot in 1984 and 2013 with the function computeAGB of the package BIOMASS (Rejou-Mechain et al., 2017) with no consideration for change in height-Dbh model due to logging (Rutishauser et al., 2016 Biotropica). This package uses the wood density database of Zanne et al. (2009), described in Chave et al. (2009) and managed by Gaby Lopez-Gonzalez (G.Lopez-Gonzales@leeds.ac.uk). This database gives the wood density at the species level in g/cm³, and represents the dry mass divided by the fresh volume. Taking into account all individuals for biomass measurement is important because missing individuals can represent an important weight. Thus, for individuals not identified at species level or not identified, the BIOMASS package respectively averaged wood density values per taxonomic level, or assigned the mean wood density per subplot (Appendix S1 for Percentages of individuals with species, genus and mean subplot values). For biomass measurements only, all individuals were taken into account. Because we did not have height measurements, we used the bioclimatic parameter E estimated by Chave et al. (2014) using the coordinates of the Paracou research station and diameter of each tree. Biomass is measured in Mg (or ton) and by subplots (1.56 ha) and converted in ton per hectares.

2.5. Functional composition in wood density, seed size and heliophily taking into account dispersal mode

We studied the functional composition in terms of wood density, seed size (i.e. seed length and width), and heliophily for zochorous and non-zochorous species separately. We characterized the functional composition by the community weighted mean (CWM) of each trait per subplot in 1984 and in 2013. The CWM of each trait was calculated using the library “FD” and the function functcomp (Laliberté et al., 2014).

For the analysis of the dataset with species level identification, we assigned to each species a trait value measured directly or found in the literature (see below details on data origin).

For the analysis of the dataset with vernacular identification, as vernacular name are given to species with similar morphological traits, for each trait, the trait values were calculated as the mean trait value of the species that are lumped in the vernacular names.

For seed size, we analyzed seed length and width for tree species that depend on animal for seed dispersal (zochorous species). The dispersal mode was assessed using in situ observation and literature (Appendix S3). We then used database on seed length and width, including direct measurements from 1998 to 2008 at the study site and data from the literature (Appendix S3). Percentages of individuals with known dispersal mode, percentages of zochorous species, and percentages of individuals with seed size data are presented in Appendix S1 (c, d, e).

For wood density, value of each tree species was extracted from the global database (Zanne et al., 2009). Percentages of individuals with wood density are presented in Appendix S1f.

For heliophily, we used a method derived from Molino and Sabatier (2001), based on the percentage of Cecropia obtusa and C. scidophylla in the 10 closest individuals, measured on the dataset with species level identification in 2013, and averaged per species. Cecropia is one major pioneer tree genus in the neotropics, preferentially developing in non-inundated habitats (Berg and Rosselli, 2005). Most of the Cecropia species found in French Guiana were described as forest gap species, very abundant in primary forest clearings (Guiet et al., 2018). The calculation was made on established individual and thus may slightly differ from classification made on germination or growth rate. Percentages of individuals with heliophily are indicated in Appendix S1g.

2.6. Statistical analyses

The goal of our study was to compare species richness, biomass and functional composition before and after 27 years after forest exploitation (i.e. 1984 vs 2013). Species richness, total and commercial biomass, as well as functional composition (i.e. CWM) were calculated before and after exploitation at the subplot level. Subplots thus constitute pseudoreplications. As suggested by Millar and Anderson (2004) to deal with pseudoreplication, we only performed non-parametric paired comparison tests to compare species richness, total and commercial biomass as well as CWM values before and after logging treatments. We used the paired Wilcoxon signed rank test using the function wilcox.test, with the option “paired = TRUE” of the R software (2015).

Note that we compared the forest composition before and after the exploitation for each treatment separately instead of comparing the control treatment (T0) with the other treatments due to difference in the initial composition in 1984 between control and harvested plots (Gourlet-Fleury et al., 2004).

The analysis performed on the datasets based on species level and vernacular identifications gave similar results and are presented in the main text and in the appendices respectively (Appendix S6 to S8).

3. Results

3.1. Did exploited subplots recover their initial species richness?

We found no difference in the corrected species richness before and 27 years after logging for the control treatment (T0), nor for the selective logging only treatment (T1) or the selective logging plus only thinning treatment (T2). For the selective logging plus thinning and fuelwood treatment (T3), we found a significant increase in corrected species richness 27 years after logging (Appendix S4, Fig. 1).
3.2. Did exploited subplots recover their initial total and commercial biomass?

Analyzing the total and commercial biomass before and 27 years after logging, we found that total and commercial biomass significantly increased in the control treatment (T0) while it significantly decreases for the three treatments (Appendix S5, Fig. 1). With total and commercial biomass, the decrease of biomass is stronger with increasing logging intensity (Fig. 1).

3.3. Did exploited subplots recover their initial CWM of wood density values?

The CWM of wood density decreased significantly 27 years after logging and this decrease was stronger with increasing logging intensity (Appendix S6, Fig. 2). Note that using the dataset with vernacular identification, CWM of wood density did not change significantly with the control treatment T0 (Appendix S6).

3.4. Did exploited subplots recover their initial CWM seed size of zoochorous species?

We compared the CWM seed size before and 27 years after logging treatments for zoochorous. We found that the CWM of seed length and of seed width significantly decreased for all treatments, and the decrease was stronger for higher logging intensity (Fig. 2, Appendix S7). Note that using the dataset with vernacular identification, CWM of seed size did not change significantly with the control treatment T0 (Appendix S7).

3.5. Did exploited subplots recover their initial CWM heliophily values?

We compared the median heliophily before and 27 years after logging in order to investigate the effect of openings. The CWM values of heliophily did not change significantly in the control while it increased in all other treatments (Appendix S8, Fig. 2). With all datasets the increase of heliophily CWM is stronger with increasing logging intensity.

4. Discussion

Our analyses showed that, 27 years after forest exploitation, species richness did not differ from the pre-logging state, except in the treatment with the highest forest exploitation where it tended to increase. In contrast, we found that the total and commercial aboveground biomass as well as the CWM of wood density of all species and seed size of zoochorous species significantly decreased with increasing forest exploitation intensity.
exploitation intensity. This suggests lower provision of ecosystem function such as seed dispersal by animals and ecosystem services such as carbon storage, and timber production. While our results on ecosystem services support previous findings (Flores et al., 2014, Martin et al., 2015), we demonstrate here that logging affect zoochorous species and very likely seed dispersal in similar way than hunting (Bello et al., 2015).

Looking at these results separately can lead to opposite conclusions. Forest exploitation appears not to affect biodiversity conservation when analyzing species richness only, but becomes detrimental if ecosystem function and services are taken into account. Our results fuel the idea that the assessment of the sustainability of forest exploitation cannot be based on species richness alone but requires integrating relevant ecosystem functions and services (Martin et al., 2015).

4.1. Effect of logging on species richness

Species richness appeared not affected by the different forest exploitation intensities. This may be explained by the intermediate disturbance hypothesis – i.e. a balance between local immigration and extinction rate (Molino and Sabatier, 2001) – where openings created during forest exploitation favor the establishment of pioneer species that are mostly excluded from old-growth forest. These openings thus select species with high fecundity and/or fast growth, respectively linked to particular traits, i.e. smaller seed size and lower wood density (Dalling and Hubbell, 2002). This is supported by the decrease in CWM in wood density and seed size as well as the increase in CWM of heliophily (Muscarella et al., 2017). Also, selection of only one of this characteristic (high fecundity or fast growth) select for the other as seed size is negatively correlated in general with wood density (Bello et al., 2015, Appendix S9). As species richness did not change, pioneer species may rather replace than be added to the existing stock of shade tolerant species, a major component of the late successional forests. However, the constancy of the species richness might likely be a transient successional state and might decrease later on (Putz et al., 2012, Edwards et al., 2014).

The increase in species richness observed only in treatment T3 might be due to a difference in proportion of individuals identified (see methods) but could be also due to the increase in forest exploitation intensity and consequently in the number and size of the openings, increasing pioneers species number in addition to the remaining shade tolerant species.

4.2. Effect of logging on carbon and commercial stock

Contrasting with the low biomass increase in control plots (Rutishauser et al., 2010), our result showed a decrease in the total and commercial above ground biomass and in the abundance of species with high wood density 27 years after forest exploitation even at the lowest intensity. The intensity of change depended on forest exploitation intensity. As explain above, these changes might be due to openings favoring the arrival of pioneer species with low wood density (Herault et al., 2010). This is also supported by the parallel increase of the intensity of functional composition change and increase of the intensity in opening surfaces created by the three forest exploitation intensities studied (Appendix S2 and Fig. 1). These results support the idea that a rotation cycle of 30 years with the forest exploitation intensities studied are not long enough for humid neotropical forests to recover their initial state, also from the selective logging only treatment. As a consequence, in countries where equal or shorter rotation cycle duration with equal or higher forest exploitation intensity are allowed, we may soon reach a peak in the timber production in the exploited forest (Shearman et al., 2012, Martin et al., 2015, Chaudhary et al., 2016). Note that we studied here a humid tropical forest that may react differently to forest exploitation in comparison with dry tropical forests (Bongers et al., 2009). Indeed, drier forests are characterized by smaller species pool and species with higher heliophily (Bongers et al., 2009) that might be less affected by openings. In these drier forests, wood density might be a better indicator of change than heliophily (Slik et al., 2008), but this remains to be tested. In the same line, our humid neotropical forest harbor high proportion of zoochorous species (Appendix S1) potentially affected by logging (see below) which might not be the case elsewhere.

4.3. Effect of forest exploitation on seed dispersal

We observed that the seed size of zoochorous species and thus resources for dispersers and decreased with increasing forest exploitation intensity suggesting that dispersal mediated by animals is likely affected. Also, the abundance of large seeded zoochorous species may have been affected not only by colonization of openings by pioneer species but also by logging or injuring these large seeded species. Two supplementary analyses were done to test specifically the effect of tree killing and removal during forest exploitation per se on animal resources comparing the initial seed size composition with and without the logged, damaged, and poisoned trees (Appendix S10). We then tested the effect of forest exploitation on animal dispersal comparing seed size composition before and 27 years after forest exploitation but in totally undisturbed part of the logged plots (Appendix S11). While seed size of zoochorous species should be affected by forest exploitation with change in the light environment in exploited parts, seed size of zoochorous species should be rather modified by changes in seed dispersal in the unlogged and undisturbed part of the exploited plots. Non zoochorous species should be also not affected, as pioneer should not be favored in these more shadowed forest area.

The first additional analysis showed no change of seed size composition of zoochorous species just after the exploitation, supporting rather the hypothesis of an opening effect (Appendix S10). This results reinforce the idea that openings is the main consequence of forest exploitation, and thus our results should apply to logging of species with any functional traits in the same region and not only to selective logging of zoochorous species with high wood density and seed size.

In addition, we may expect further negative feedback effects of the decrease in CWM of seed size on the dispersal and recruitment of animal-dispersed plants (Hammond et al., 1996, Forget and Sabatier, 1998). Indeed, a decrease in resource for frugivores might decrease animal density according to the resource concentration hypothesis (Root, 1973). Also, one can imagine that openings and surrounding area may be avoided by dispersers to avoid predation. For these reasons, the dispersal mediated by animals could be disrupted for a longer time or irreversibly by such a negative feedback loop. This is supported by the second additional analysis showing that decreases in seed size of zoochorous species are not restricted to logged and disturbed part of the plots where openings were created. The same changes in seed size for zoochorous species are also found in the parts of the experimental plots not directly affected by logging or damage related to it such as tracks for forest machines while non zoochorous are not affected (Appendix S11). However, experimental test and observational data would be needed to ascertain such effects on dispersers. Overall, this supports the assumption that the effect of logging on forest is not restricted to forest area directly affected by logging potentially impacting other processes than light availability, even at the lowest logging intensity and could last longer than the common cutting cycle.

4.4. Recommendation

Based on our results, different recommendations can be made in order to improve the sustainability of forest exploitation in humid neotropical forests. The studied forest did not fully recover its initial functional composition even at the lowest forest exploitation intensity, confirming here previous in silico results based on forest simulators (Hiltner et al., 2018). A rotation cycle of 30 years requires thus very
likely less than 10 trees logged per hectares or a decrease in the volume of trees logged during the following harvesting in order to recover the pre-logging functional composition. We may recall that the exploitation applied in Paracou was strongly damaging (Blanc et al., 2009 and see methods). Thus, while in our study no exploitation intensity permitted the recovery of the initial compositions, we may expect that reduced impact logging (RIL) should decrease the spatial extent of the openings (e.g. Pereira et al., 2002) and fragmentation of the forest (Liu et al., 2018) mitigating the species composition change with the same rotation cycle and logging intensity but formal test are required (Shearman et al., 2012, Griscom et al., 2014). With the same goal i.e. reducing the openings, we may not only choose a minimum diameter of exploitability but also a maximum diameter or a maximum crown size in order to insure the maintenance of enough shade for late successional species as already suggested by others, but also to ensure the supply of food for potential dispersers. To conclude, we showed that forest exploitation, like hunting (Bello et al., 2015), negatively affected large seeded zoorchous species, and potentially increase the threat on these zoorchous species and their animal vectors.

5. Conclusion

Our study emphasizes the need to evaluate forest exploitation in a more integrative way than based on species richness only (Slik et al., 2008, Magnago et al., 2014). We further showed that we may question the sustainability of the common rotation cycle and logging methods used in the tropics and in the humid neotropical forest studied. If conservation of tropical forest functioning and associated ecosystem services remains a priority, our results suggest that governments should favor or impose less damaging logging practices like RIL or longer rotation cycle. Moreover, establishing the cost of this compositional change may be useful for the decision-makers (Chaudhary et al., 2016) and for the logging industry, especially if tree species are replaced by less profitable ones.
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